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Abstract

Mold filling and fractionation of semi-solid slurries are numerically investigated. A tin-lead alloy (Sn-15%Pb) is employed to fill the mold under a range of processing conditions including inflow velocity, mold geometry, nozzle diameter and fraction of the solid. Fractionation is identified from the trajectories of the particles that introduced at the mold inlet. The results showed that phase segregation or fractionation is promoted by the flow and the processing conditions. The fractionation is reduced with a cylindrical mold, high inflow velocity and low fraction of solid.
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Yarı-Katı Metal Eriyiklerinin Dökümü Esnasında Ortaya Çıkan Yığılma Olayının Matematiksel Analizi

Özet

Yarı-katı metal eriyiklerinin dökümü ve bu sırasında meydana gelen yığılma olayını nümerik olarak inceleyi̇ldi̇. Kalay-kursun (Sn-15%Pb) yarı-katı malzemesinin dökümünün simulasyonu, değişik akış hizları, kalıp geometrisi, nozul çapı ve katı faz oran parametreleri dikkate alı̇narak yapıldı. Yığılma olayı, kalıp içine erimmiş malzemeye giren katı parçacıkların yörüngelerinin takip edilmeyecėği̇ṅ tayin edildi. Elde edilen sonuçlar, yığılma olayında akış ve döküm şartlarının son derece önemli rol oynamı̇ṅ göstermiştir. Özellikle silindirik kalıp kullanılması halinde, yüksek akış hızlarında ve düşük katı faz oranlarında yığılma olayının azaldı̇ği̇ görülmü̇stü̇r.

Anahtar Sözcükler: Yarı-katı metal eriyikleri, yığılma, döküm, matematiksel modelleme

Introduction

Semi-solid processing involves partially solidifying a melt or partially melting a solid to produce solid particles in a liquid matrix. The solid fraction may vary 20 to 90 percent depending on the application (Brown, 1990). Processing of materials in the semi-solid state has received much research interest in recent years due to its potential to manufacture near net shape components. It also has several advantages over the conventional methods. For example, laminar flow during the mold filling operations results in less entrapped gas, leading to less porosity in the final products. The life span of metal dies
is also extended since lower temperatures required relative to casting and reaction between slurry and materials are diminished.

Semi-solid metal slurries exhibit thixotropic behavior, meaning that the viscosity is shear and history-dependent. Flemings and co-workers (1976) studied the rheological characterization of semi-solid slurries, showing that such thixotropic behavior may be represented by a power law constitutive relationship. Nguyen et al. (1992) and Kumar et al. (1993) also concentrated on developing constitutive equations for semi-solid slurries by performing similar experiments. Brown (1990) introduced an internal variable concept which accounts for the evolution of the microstructure of the slurry during the casting process.

Experimental studies have shown that phase segregation occurs during the mold filling of semi-metal slurries (Secordel, 1992; Kolsgaard and Brusethaug, 1993). This phenomenon contributes to the production of unacceptable differential solidification and non-uniform mechanical properties in the solidified product. In the extreme situation choking of mold occurs due to the premature solidification. Although several studies have concentrated on the developing constitutive relationship, relatively few studies have considered the phase segregation. Secordel (1992) found a direct correlation between punch velocity and liquid rejection during the extrusion. However, this study considered only steady state behavior, and the other effects were not investigated.

In this paper, mold filling of semi-solid metal slurries and phase segregation is numerically investigated. A semi-solid slurry is assumed to be a non-Newtonian fluid below a critical solid fraction \( f_{\text{crit}} \), and a viscoplastic medium saturated with liquid phase above the critical solid fraction. A group of particles are introduced at the mold inlet and segregation is studied through the trajectories of these particles. The particles are allowed to change momentum with the continuous phase. The sharp property change at the free surface between the slurry and air is resolved by the Van Leer method (Van Leer, 1977). A range of operations parameters are considered, including inlet velocity, initial solid fraction and mold geometry.

1. Problem Considered

The schematic sketch of the test problem, which consists of two mold-filling systems, is shown in Fig.1. Cylindrical and tapered mold geometries are considered. The cylindrical mold has a uniform internal section, while the other one has a 1° tapering angle. The semi-solid enters from the bottom of the mold and progressively rises in the mold forming a free surface.

The height and radius of the mold are chosen as 0.12 m and 0.025 m respectively. Sn-15%wtPb, which has a density of 7540 kg/m³, is employed as the semi-solid slurry.

![Figure 1. Schematic sketch of test problems considered. (a) cylindrical mold, (b) tapered mold](image)

2. Formulation

A mathematical representation of the mold filling process requires solution of the equations governing the conservation of mass, momentum along with constitutive equation representing the slurry behavior and particle dynamics. A group of particles is introduced at the inlet of mold and the particles are allowed to change momentum with the continuous phase.

The governing equations for a mold filling of a semi-solid system can be expressed in cylindrical coordinates as:

Continuity Equation

\[
\frac{\partial w}{\partial t} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial rw}{\partial r} = 0
\]  

(1)

Axial Momentum

\[
\rho \frac{\partial (w)}{\partial t} + \rho \nabla (uw) = -\frac{\partial p}{\partial z} - (\nabla \tau)_z
\]  

(2)

Radial Momentum

\[
\rho \frac{\partial (r)}{\partial t} + \rho \nabla (rv) = -\frac{\partial p}{\partial r} - (\nabla \tau)_r
\]  

(3)
where \( \mathbf{u} \) is the velocity vector, and \( v \) and \( w \) are the radial and axial velocities respectively. \( p \) is the static \( \tau \) is the shear stress tensor.

The slurry has an initial solid fraction and behaves as a non-Newtonian flow. A power law relation is employed until a critical solid fraction \( f_{\text{crit}} \) which represent the build up of a solid skeleton occurs. After the critical solid fraction slurry is assumed to be a viscoplastic medium saturated with the liquid phase. The critical solid fraction \( f_{\text{crit}} \) is chosen as 0.625, which represents the equivalent packing density of spherical particles (Frankel and Acrivos, 1967).

The constitutive relation below the critical solid fraction can be expressed as

\[
\mu = m \left( \frac{1}{2} (\Delta : \Delta) \right)^{1/2} n^{-1}
\]

where \( \Delta \) is the rate of deformation tensor. \( \Delta : \Delta \) is the dyadic product of \( \Delta \) and expressed as:

\[
\frac{1}{2} \Delta : \Delta = 2 \left[ \left( \frac{\partial v}{\partial r} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial r} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial v}{\partial z} \right)^2 \right]
\]

\( m \) and \( n \) are empirical coefficients and defined as:

\[
m = \exp(9.283 f_s + 1.435)
\]

\[
n = \begin{cases} 0.1055 + 0.41 f_s & f_s < 0.30 \\ -0.308 + 1.28 f_s & f_s \geq 0.30 \end{cases}
\]

The relations (6, 7) for the empirical coefficient were developed by Joly (1974).

Above the critical solid fraction the slurry is assumed to be a viscoplastic medium saturated with liquid phase. The constitutive relation above \( f_{\text{crit}} \) is adapted from a recent work of Ilegbusi and Mat (1998) as follows:

\[
\mu = 2\nu(1-n)\alpha^{-1} \beta^{-1/n} A(f_s)^{(1+n)/2n} \exp\left(\frac{-Q}{RT}\right) + c f_s \exp(-ct) \gamma^{(n-1)/n}
\]

where \( \alpha, \beta, c \) and \( e \) are empirical constants that depend on the material, \( \gamma \) is the shear rate, \( Q \) is the activation energy, \( R \) is the universal gas constant and \( n \) is the power law constant. \( A(f_s) \) is a function that represents the microstructure. Martin et al. (1995) proposed the following relation for a globular microstructure:

\[
A(f_s) = \frac{3.0}{f_s^2}
\]

Since the problem is solved under isothermal conditions, \( f_s \) in Eqs. 6-8 is assumed to be constant, and the corresponding \( T \) in Eq. 8 is calculated assuming \( f_s \) varies linearly between liquidus (\( T_{\text{liq}} \)) and eutectic (\( T_e \)) temperatures of Sn-15%/wt Pb alloy. The values of the data used in the calculations are given in Table 1.

### Table 1. Values of Data Used in Calculations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>MPa(^{-1} )</td>
<td>Martin et al. (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>4.5x10(^{-2} )</td>
<td></td>
<td>Martin et al. (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c )</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>Ilegbusi and Mat (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e )</td>
<td>140.5</td>
<td>1/s</td>
<td>Ilegbusi and Mat (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n )</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Martin et al. (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q )</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>kj/kg</td>
<td>Martin et al. (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>kj/kR</td>
<td>Martin et al. (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho )</td>
<td>7540</td>
<td>kg/m(^3 )</td>
<td>Ilegbusi and Mat (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_e )</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Kumar et al. (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{\text{liq}} )</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Kumar et al. (1993)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. Particle Physics

The evolution of the particle position \( Z_p \) is determined from the solution of the following equation:

\[
\frac{dZ_p}{dt} = w_p
\]

in which \( w_p \) is the particle velocity vector, obtained from the following particle momentum equation:
\[ m_p \frac{dw_p}{dt} = D_p(w - w_p) + m_p b_g - V_p \nabla p \]  
\[ \text{subject to:} \quad V_p = V_{in} \text{ } \text{for } t = 0 \]

where \( m_p \) is the mass of a particle, \( D_p \) is the drag function, \( V_p \) is the volume of particle, \( p \) is the pressure, \( w \) is the continuous phase velocity and \( b \) is the buoyancy factor.

Drag function \( D_p \) can be expressed as (Fueyo et al., 1992):

\[ D_p = \frac{1}{2} \rho_p A_p C_D |w - w_p|^2 \]  
\[ \text{subject to:} \quad V_p = V_{in} \text{ } \text{for } t = 0 \]

where \( A_p \) is the particle projected area and \( C_D \) is the drag coefficient. \( C_D \) is calculated from a correlation by developed Clift et al. (1978):

\[ C_D = \frac{24}{Re} + \left( 1 + 15 \cdot 10^{-6} Re^{0.8} \right) \frac{0.42}{425} \]  
\[ \text{subject to:} \quad V_p = V_{in} \text{ } \text{for } t = 0 \]

where \( Re \) is a particle Reynolds number defined as:

\[ Re = \frac{|w_p - w_c| d_p}{\nu} \]

where \( \nu \) is the kinematic viscosity of the continuous phase and \( d_p \) is the particle diameter.

The buoyancy factor is given as:

\[ b = 1 - \frac{\rho_c}{\rho_p} \]  
\[ \text{subject to:} \quad V_p = V_{in} \text{ } \text{for } t = 0 \]

### 2.2. Initial and Boundary Conditions

The mold is initially assumed to be filled with a quiescent gas (air). The semi-solid slurry is allowed to fill the mold at \( t > 0 \). Only half of the mold is considered due to symmetry at the mold axis. The mold wall is assumed to be impermeable and a no-slip condition to be valid on the wall. The initial and boundary conditions can be expressed mathematically as:

\[ \text{at } r = r_0 : v = w = 0 \]

\[ \text{at } z = 0 : w = V_{in} \]

### 3. Numerical Method

The governing equations are solved numerically with a fully implicit, finite domain scheme embodied in the PHOENICS (Rosten and Spalding, 1986) code. Since the mold filling operation involves a free surface and the interaction of two distinct media (slurry and gas) separated by sharply deformed interfaces, the discretization of the governing equation with a conventional upwind scheme usually results in a false numerical diffusion, which leads to unphysical results. Therefore, a van Leer scheme (Van Leer, 1977) is employed to resolve such property interface.

Due to the coupling between the transport equations governing the continuous phase and particles, a three-step solution procedure is employed. In the first step, the continuous-phase equations are solved assuming there is no particles. The next step follows the integration of particle equations using the current value of continuous phase velocity and calculation of the inter-phase sources. The continuous phase equations are solved again including the particles in the last step. This procedure is repeated until a converged solution is obtained.

A 50×30 grid system is employed in all computations. This grid system and a uniform time step of 0.001 s is found to be sufficiently refined for a numerically accurate result. A typical calculation requires approximately 2 hours of CPU time on a Pentium personal computer.

### 4. Results

Several effects can be investigated in this problem; however only the effects of mold geometry, inlet velocity and solid fractions are considered. Seventy-five percent of the inlet area is employed as the nozzle by which the semi-solid enters the mold in all cases. The cases considered in this study are summarized in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>case #</th>
<th>( V_{in} ) (m/s)</th>
<th>( f_s )</th>
<th>mold geometry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>cylindrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>tapered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>cylindrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>cylindrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>cylindrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>cylindrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>cylindrical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the slurry interface and velocity profiles for the cylindrical mold at time spans of \( t = 0.1 \), 0.5 and 0.9 sec. for \( f_s = 0.5 \) and \( V_{in} = 0.2 \) m/s. Only half of the mold is illustrated due to the symmetry. It is seen that slurry interface exhibits a jetting characteristics which increases as filling progresses. The velocity profile is higher at the axis while lower at the mold walls.
Figure 2. Advance of slurry interface and corresponding velocity profiles for cylindrical mold ($f_s=0.5, V_{in}=0.2 \text{ m/s}$)

Trajectories of the representative particles are shown in Fig. 3. Particle trajectories for the tapered mold are also included in Fig. 3b along with the cylindrical mold. The evolution of slurry interface and velocity profiles for the tapered mold are not illustrated due to space limitations.

It is seen that a portion of particles continuously attaches to the wall as the filling progresses. Significant fractionation occurs before the slurry reaches the top of the mold. The extent of the fractionation is generally lower in the cylindrical mold.

Figure 4 shows the effect of mold geometry on the axial variation of the fractionation. $H$ represents the height of the mold in this and subsequent figures. The fractionation is quantified from the following relation:

$$
\eta = 1 - \frac{\sum N}{N_0}
$$

(20)

where $N_0$ is the total number of particles introduced at the inlet and $\sum N$ is the predicted sum of the all particles that reached the top of the mold.

It is seen that fractionation is higher in the tapered mold than in the cylindrical mold. This is the result of tapered mold walls that prevent motion of the particles, and recirculation zones that develop near the walls. This result has practical importance since a tapering angle of even $1^\circ$ causes significant fractionation in the mold.

Figure 3. Particle trajectories for cylindrical and tapered molds: (a) cylindrical mold, (b) tapered mold ($V_{in}=0.2 \text{ m/s}, f_s=0.5$)
Figure 4. Effect of mold geometry on the axial variation of the fractionation ($V_{in}=0.2 \text{ m/s}$, $f_s=0.5$)

Figure 5 shows the axial fractionation in a cylindrical mold at three values of inflow velocities: 0.2 m/s, 0.3 m/s and 0.4 m/s. It is seen that the fractionation decreases at higher inflow velocities. This trend may be the result of the lower residence time of slurry in the mold as well as the larger inertia and drag forces on all slurry phases as the velocities increase.

Figure 5. Effect of inflow velocity on axial fractionation ($f_s=0.5$, cylindrical mold)

The effect of solid fraction on axial fractionation is shown in Fig. 6. It is seen that fractionation increases considerably with the solid fraction. This trend is the result of high shear stresses developed at higher solid fractions. Figure 7 shows that the time required to fill the mold also increases with the higher solid fractions. While it takes approximately 1 sec to fill a cylindrical mold with $f_s=0.5$, 2.5 sec are required to fill the same mold with slurry with the 0.7 solid fraction.

Figure 6. Effect of solid fraction on axial fractionation ($V_{in}=0.2 \text{ m/s}$, cylindrical mold)

Figure 7. Effect of solid phase fraction on filling time ($V_{in}=0.2 \text{ m/s}$, cylindrical mold)

5. Conclusions and Discussion

Fractionation during the mold-filling operations of a semi solid slurry is numerically investigated. The effects of mold geometry and a range of processing conditions including mold geometry, inflow velocity, solid fraction are considered. The fractionation is
determined from the trajectories of particles introduced at the mold interface.

The major finding of this study is that the fractionation is strongly dependent on the mold geometry and processing conditions. The numerical results show that use of a cylindrical mold results in less fractionation in the final product than that of the tapered mold which prevents motion of the particles. It is found that higher punch velocities reduce fractionation due to the lower residence time of particles in the mold. Higher solid fractions are found to increase the fractionation and mold filling time.

The practical implication of the results is that a rapid mold filling with a smooth geometry is required to manufacture advanced engineering components with lower phase segregation. The jetting characteristics of the slurry interface indicates a complex structure that develops in non-Newtonian flow. This study considers relatively simple geometry however, it provides useful information for understanding the fundamentals of fractionation. It can easily be extended to complex geometries.

6. Nomenclature

\begin{align*}
A & \quad \text{particle projected area, m}^2 \\
c & \quad \text{viscosity constant in Eq. 8, s} \\
\cD & \quad \text{drag coefficient} \\
d & \quad \text{particle diameter, m} \\
\DD & \quad \text{drag function, N} \\
e & \quad \text{viscosity constant in Eq. 8, 1/s} \\
f_s & \quad \text{solid fraction} \\
\fCrit & \quad \text{critical solid fraction} \\
H & \quad \text{mold height, m.} \\
m & \quad \text{mass, kg} \\
n & \quad \text{viscosity coefficient in Eqs.4 and 7; power law constant in Eq. 8} \\
N & \quad \text{number of particles} \\
p & \quad \text{static pressure, N/m}^2 \\
Re & \quad \text{Reynolds number} \\
r & \quad \text{radial coordinate, m.} \\
r_o & \quad \text{radius of mold, m} \\
Q & \quad \text{activation energy, j/kg} \\
R & \quad \text{universal gas constant, j/kgK} \\
t & \quad \text{time, s} \\
v & \quad \text{radial velocity, m/s} \\
V_{in} & \quad \text{inlet velocity, m/s} \\
w & \quad \text{axial velocity, m/s} \\
z & \quad \text{axial coordinate, m} \\
\alpha & \quad \text{Viscosity constant in Eq. 8, 1/Pa} \\
\beta & \quad \text{Viscosity constant in Eq. 8, 1/s} \\
\gamma & \quad \text{shear rate, 1/s} \\
\Delta & \quad \text{deformation tensor, 1/s} \\
\eta & \quad \text{fractionation} \\
\mu & \quad \text{viscosity, Ns/m}^2 \\
\rho & \quad \text{density, kg/m}^3 \\
\tau & \quad \text{shear stress, N/m}^2
\end{align*}

6.1. subscript

\begin{align*}
c & \quad \text{continuous phase} \\
p & \quad \text{particle}
\end{align*}
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